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Cybersecurity Leadership: The New 
Frontier 
By Steve Watson & Christopher Arnold, Managing Directors of Stanton Chase 

There was a time in the not-too-distant past that corporate information technology roles were the 
domain of data center associates whose role was to implement technology, and design tools and 
applications which most executives did not understand. 
 
These professionals have gained increased importance in their respective firms because technology is 
essential to virtually every aspect of running businesses of all sizes.   Now with the growing number 
of cyber-attacks technology leaders are called upon to interface with insurance, risk management, 
compliance, security, legal, audit, finance, and operations. 



 

 

The result has created new roles with dynamic senior-level titles such as Chief Security Officers (CSO) 
or Chief Information Security Officers (CISO).  And for good reason, because today, as technology 
has opened up to interconnecting of any and all devices, so have the very real fears related to 
security attacks. Cybersecurity is here to stay, and these roles are more about leadership than 
technology. 
 
With these rapidly evolving roles come changes in job descriptions and capabilities of those charged 
with securing a company’s assets.  Corporations today need authentic leaders who can move across 
the organization with security at the forefront because their very survival and operations depend on 
streamlined, secure, reliable, and trusting business protection, and their customers demand it. 
 
While being well-versed in technology, these new leaders must be strong communicators, able to 
create awareness and influence others on information security matters, as well as respond to and 
manage crises.  In short, they must be familiar with every aspect of an enterprise because technology 
systems are at the heart of every business sector. 
 
In our experience as search consultants we are seeing a drastic shift in the skill sets of these 
executives who must now be able to sit in the C-suite and influence change. The shift in skills has 
been the result, in part, of security breaches or attacks which ultimately lead to lost credibility 
among clients, consumers, and employees.  More than half of all businesses will experience a breach 
of their security systems, and an organization’s response is critical to emerging unscathed from the 
crisis.  
 
Many companies are not prepared to deal with these breaches, and a lack of visibility, 
understanding, and acceptance of this new world at the Board, C-Suite, and at the IT helm is partly 
to blame.   Terrorist organizations, credit card scammers, those seeking financial records, and 
mischievous attackers are creating this new world.  
 
The CISO and the IT executives of today and the future must have “soft skills,” much like their 
counterparts in the C-suite.  “There is a real need for CISOs who are effective communicators who 
display leadership skills outside of the IT world,” said Michael A. Davis, CTO of CounterTack   
“Historically, the CISOs have come up through the technology organization, and report to the CIO or 
CTO. Future CISOs could be non-technology leaders. 
 
“There is a real need for CISOs who are effective communicators who display leadership skills outside 
of the IT world. They will be able to articulate cyber-security readiness strategies for managing 
potential attacks and handling breaches.” 



 

 

These communications skills come into play initially in articulating the importance of expanding 
technology budgets to fellow C-suite executives and board members. They must be candid and 
upfront about the realities of today’s cyber world. They must be able to calmly and efficiently convey 
risks, provide budgets, and implementation processes while still acknowledging that breaches will 
occur. 
In its recent “Global State of Information Security Report,” PwC said the “total number of security 
incidents detected showed an increase of 48 percent compared to 2013. Today, most organizations 
realize cyber-security has become a persistent, all-encompassing business risk. But as the frequency 
and costs of security incidents continue to rise, our survey found that many organizations have not 
updated critical information security processes, technologies, and employee training needs.” 
 
Front and center is the ability to explain cyber-security risks, admit breaches are inevitable, and put 
in place crisis management protocols that will minimize the damage.  
“This role requires hands-on experience in crisis management with legal litigation, insurance 
companies, media relations, and communications skills internally and externally,” said Jon Shapiro, 
Director of Cyber-Security at the University of Texas/Dallas. “They must be able to answer the hard 
questions – how did this happen? Why did this happen? What are we doing to do?  How will we 
prevent it from happening again?” 
 
These skills are not unlike those reflected by other leaders in the organization, and as enlightened 
CEOs recognize how technology controls organizations and their assets, they should search for 
leaders who can build security structures, visibility, processes, and departments. It requires someone 
with knowledge of technology, but more importantly it requires someone who can build an 
organization, motivate and train virtually everyone, while continually acknowledging that companies 
must take an offensive view of the enterprise, not a defensive posture.  
 
No longer are the credentials of a CISO or CSO centered on their technology skills and 
accomplishments. The current thinking is a CISO should have experience in business processes, 
training, mentoring, influencing, communications, risk management, and data privacy. 
 
These individuals must have a strategic view of successful deployment initiatives, provide practical 
solutions to inevitable threats, and ultimately implement protocols and procedures, which pervade all 
aspects of an enterprise. 
The CISOs or CSOs must have the ears of the C-suite, the Board, and the regulators and this can 
only happen with seasoned leaders whose skill sets transcend technology. The reliance on 
technology is rapidly expanding and successful companies will recognize that it’s more important to 
find the right leader than, perhaps, the right technology. After all, cybersecurity has posed new 



 

 

challenges for companies and has resulted in new careers, a new type of technology leader, and 
innovation and strategic focus within every corporate function. 
 
For all that has been trumpeted in the media about the crushing impact of low oil prices – and 
there’s no doubt the impact is very real in different ways – what lies beneath to those who see it 
and live it as innovative entrepreneurs is the chance to reorganize. It just may produce much bigger 
results for the long haul. The short term, after all, has never truly reflected the longevity of the 
energy industry. 
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